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CALL FOR PAPER

We invite unpublished, quality research papers on the
following subthemes:
-Civil and Criminal Enforcement under the Copyright Act.
-Role of Injunction in copyright enforcement with special reference to Anton
Pillor Orders and John Doe Orders.
-Enforcement Agencies involved in Copyright Enforcement.
-Online Piracy of Copyright.
-Copyright and Confidential Information.
-Privacy Issues in Copyright Enforcement.
-Role of customs authorities in copyright enforcement.
-Role of copyright societies in copyright enforcement.
-Remedies to tackle Software Piracy in India.
-Best Measures approach to tackle piracy in entertainment, software, and
publishing industry.
-International Conventions and Copyright

Enforcement.

-Role of mediation in Copyright Enforcement.
-Copyright in Digital Age (Section 65 A & 65 B of Copyright Act 1957 ).
-Digital Right Management Technology and the Folklore.
-Exclusive Rights’ Based Approach versus ‘Signal’ Based Approach.
-Enforcing Copyright vis-a-vis Defending Fair Dealing Exemption.
-Enforcing Economic Rights and Protecting Moral Rights.
-Piracy in the music industry and its effect on stakeholders.
-Plagiarism and Publication: Emerging Issues.
- Piracy in the film industry and its effect on economy and society.

Guidelines for Paper Submission:
Original, unpublished papers must be submitted that may be on empirical, doctrinal,
theoretical, or case study basis.
Every entry has to be accompanied by a 300 word abstract and a separate cover page
with Title of the paper, Name of the author/ co-author(s), designation, institution, address,
contact number, and email id.
Word limits: 3000 for short articles; 6000 for full-length papers.
Papers must be in MS-Word (.doc or .docx formats) ,A4 size, with 1 inch margins, font size
12, Footnotes 10; Font type: Times New Roman; Line spacing 1.5
Soft copies of the paper should be submitted at:

ducopyrightconference@gmail.com

All Papers will be reviewed by a panel of eminent experts and selected entries will be
published in a book with an ISBN number.
Editorial Board:
Dr. Ashutosh Mishra, Editor-in-chief.
Dr. Siddhartha Misra: Member, Dr. Vijay Kumar Himanshu: Member, Dr. Sanjivani Raina:
Member, Dr. kshitij Kumar Singh, Member , Dr. Saiwal Satyarthi, Member.

Eligibility:
The organizers invite students, research scholars, faculty members, and other professionals to
submit papers on the above topic.
Important Dates
Last date for Registration: March 27, 2018
Last date for acceptance of entries: April 7, 2018
Date of Conference: April 20, 2018
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• To give the opportunity to students and the younger generation to get abreast of
all the developments going on in the Copyright regime.

Importance of Copyright Enforcement
In the present scenario of a globalized world where the economies are competing amongst
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